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Abstract We describe a probabilistic sampling design of circular permanent plots for
the long-term monitoring of protected dry grasslands in Switzerland. The population
under study is defined by the perimeter of a national inventory. The monitoring focus
is on the species composition of the protected grassland vegetation and derived conservation values. Efficient trend estimations are required for the whole country and
for some predefined target groups (six biogeographical regions and eleven vegetation
types). The target groups are equally important regardless of their size. Consequently,
intensified sampling of the less frequent groups is essential for sample efficiency. The
prior information needed to draw a targeted sample is obtained from the sampling
frame and external databases. The logistics and generalized delineation of the target
population may pose further problems. Thus, investments in fieldwork and travel time
should be well balanced by selecting a cluster sample. Second, any access problems
in the field and non-target units in the sample should be compensated for by selecting
reserve plots as they otherwise may considerably reduce the effective sample size.
Finally, the design has to be flexible as the sampling frame may change over time and
sampling intensity might have to be adjusted to redefined budgets or requirements.
Likewise, the variables and biological items of interest may change. To fulfil all these
constraints and to optimally use the available prior information, we propose a multi-
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stage self-weighted unequal probability sampling design. The design uses modern
techniques such as: balanced sampling, spreading, stratified balancing, calibration,
unequal probability sampling and power allocation. This sampling design meets the
numerous requirements of this study and provides a very efficient estimator.
Keywords Balanced sampling · National scale · Two-stage sampling · Sampling
design · Unequal probability · Vegetation

1 Introduction
Biodiversity conservation is one of the greatest challenges of the 21st century since
biodiversity has declined at unprecedented rates in recent decades. As a consequence,
the international community has made various commitments to significantly reduce
the loss of biodiversity. Starting with the ‘Convention on Biological Diversity’ of
Rio in 1992, the international community then declared targets to halt biodiversity
loss at the Johannesburg Summit in 2002 and reinforced the issue in 2010 with
the Aichi Biodiversity targets for 2020. The various treaties express the commitment of the signing countries to take responsibility for their individual biological
heritage.
In densely populated Switzerland, the habitats requiring conservation measures
include man-made habitats in the cultural landscape such as dry grasslands. These
habitats are considered valuable because they host a high biological diversity with
many rare and threatened species. For example, 35 % of the vascular plants (Moser
et al. 2002) and 50 % of some animal groups in dry meadows are Red List species
(Eggenberg et al. 2001). However, about 95 % of these grasslands vanished last century
(Lachat et al. 2010). The remaining sites are endangered by improper management,
abandonment, nutrient inputs and habitat fragmentation. To record the remaining dry
grasslands in Switzerland, the Swiss Federal Office for the Environment (FOEN)
started an inventory in 1995. The main criterion for selecting a site to be listed and
mapped was the occurrence and minimum extent of some typical dry grassland vegetation types. The most valuable sites (abound 3,000 sites or ‘objects’), which altogether
make up an area of approximately 21,000 ha or 1–2 % of the agricultural landscape,
were designated for national protection in 2010. To maintain the conservation value
of the sites, farmers receive subsidies for proper conservation management, which
usually involves either mowing late in the year or extensive grazing by cattle, sheep,
goats or donkeys.
The conservation values of a habitat may nevertheless deteriorate despite protection and financial compensation for adaptive management (Klaus 2007; Bergamini
et al. 2009). To obtain reliable information on the development of conservation values in the protected sites, FOEN initiated a national and long-term (i.e. one decade
onwards) monitoring programme in 2011 (Bergamini and Holderegger 2012). Since
the conservation status of a site was determined by the occurrence of some typical dry
grassland vegetation types, the main focus for monitoring was placed on plant species
composition, which indicates the prevailing environmental conditions, is sensitive to
the management system and can be used to quantify conservation values. Species
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composition is therefore a widely used target item in monitoring semi-natural habitats
(Kapfer et al. 2011; Koch et al. 2011; Thompson et al. 2011). The species composition
data is collected in the field on a sample of 10 m2 permanent plots, which are each
revisited every 6 years. All vascular plants on each plot are listed. In addition, coverage
estimates are made and various attributes describing the environment of the plot are
recorded.
The collected data provide a range of variables or indicators for detecting ecological
changes and changes in conservation values. For example, species or community
turnover may be analysed based on abundance data (occurrence, plant frequency, plant
cover), biodiversity indices, similarities or classifications (Legendre and Legendre
1998). Another focus is on community properties which describe the dominant habitat
conditions. The concept of plant indicator values is the most prominent example. These
values are assigned to vascular plants based on expert knowledge (Landolt et al. 2010;
Ellenberg et al. 1992). The values may be numerically recalibrated using large data
sets (Feldmeyer-Christe et al. 2007). The individual values rank the species according
to their realized optima along various gradients such as soil pH, water supply, light
supply, soil fertility, humus content and temperature. Averaged within a plot, they
have proven to be a reliable substitute for more cost intensive geo-physical and geochemical field measurements (Diekmann 2003). Thus, not surprisingly, they have been
widely used in plant ecology (Odland 2009) and vegetation monitoring (Graf et al.
2010).
The species data recorded on the plots allow a multitude of indicators to be derived
and analysed. As a result, they may be useful for addressing new questions that arise,
e.g. due to new priorities in environmental policy. Instead of optimizing the survey for
existing risk scenarios, we less specifically organize the sampling to obtain a sufficient
representation of the predefined vegetation types and some biogeographical regions.
More specifically, at the planning stage, the monitoring is intended to accommodate
6 regions and 11 vegetation types. The subpopulations are of equal interest regardless
of their extent, while estimations of the total population (the whole inventory) are of
overall importance.
The choice of the appropriate sampling strategy is crucial for conducting a valid
and efficient inference. In ecology, non-probabilistic sampling designs are commonly
applied to assess the relationships between a response and a set of predictor variables
over time and space (Albert et al. 2010). The corresponding methodology used for
estimation is based on model assumptions. Consequently, the estimates refer to a
theoretical infinite superpopulation (Gruijter et al. 2006) and are highly dependent
on the correct model specification (Särndal et al. 1992). This strategy is inadequate
for monitoring a national conservation network, where totals, means, proportions and
their variances must be reliably estimated of the finite conservation area. The classical
sampling approach in this setting combines probabilistic sampling and design-based
statistics. This strategy provides model-free estimates of the finite study population, but
relies on known inclusion probabilities of the sampling units and requires estimators
that reflect the underlying sampling design.
The sampling design determines the efficiency of the survey. In theory, equal probability designs, i.e. simple random or random systematic designs, are to be favoured
because they allow flexible and simple analyses. Such designs would be optimal to
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accommodate periodic frame updates, e.g. additions of sites to the inventory, and
sample restructuring, e.g. sample enlargement or sample reduction in specific areas
(Overton and Stehman 1996). Equal probability designs are, however, associated with
high travel expenses when the sampling population is scattered over a wide area. In
large scale surveys the sample units should be clustered to reduce the travel costs.
Equal probability designs are also less suitable, when quantities of rare vegetation
types are to be estimated. In this case we aim to preferentially sample the less frequent
types, which requires using unequal inclusion probabilities based on prior knowledge
about them.
Sample optimization involves controlling the sampling variance. This variance is
the expected sample-to-sample variation of an estimate under a given sampling design.
The efficiency of a sample is improved when the sampling variance is minimized for the
predefined target variables, e.g. the total area of a target vegetation type. The solution
is to stratify or balance the sample on auxiliary variables which are correlated to the
variables of interest. For the same reason the sample units and clusters should to be
well distributed in space and time. The spatial spreading is desired to avoid collecting
redundant information from close sites and dates. Another issue to be considered
in the sampling process is how to deal with plots that yield nonresponse or nontarget response in the field. Sample units may be located in non-target vegetation
due to cartographic generalization of the study perimeter. Or sample units may yield
nonresponse due to access problems in the field. Both situations may considerably
reduce the effective sample size and should be compensated for by selecting reserve
plots.
In this paper, we outline a balanced multi-stage sampling design which fulfils all
budget constraints and fieldwork logistics, while ensuring sample efficiency for rare
subpopulations and still remaining a probabilistic sample. The design includes sampling techniques such as balanced sampling, spreading, stratified balancing, calibration, unequal probability sampling and power allocation. The aim of the complex
design is to provide unbiased and accurate estimates. The paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, the sampling frame is described and the notation is defined. The aim
of the sampling design is presented in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we describe the computation
of a rareness index. The index is built to over-represent at the same time the small
regions and the rare vegetation types. Hence, the rareness index is used to compute the
inclusion probabilities in Sect. 5. The sampling design is described in Sect. 6. The way
of estimating a total is defined in Sect. 7 and a variance estimator is given in Sect. 8.
In Sect. 9, we close with a short discussion.

2 Statistical units and auxiliary information
2.1 The inventory of dry grasslands in Switzerland
The sampling frame is given by the database of the Swiss inventory of dry grasslands
of national importance. This cartography of dry grassland polygons is the result of a
nationwide field campaign, conducted between 1995 and 2006. Data collection and
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data evaluation was standardized according to Eggenberg et al. (2001). The central
part of the field campaign was the mapping of dry grasslands based on a modular vegetation key. For a grassland patch to be mapped as a polygon, the patch had to satisfy
a set of requirements including size and quality. To comply with the fine-scale vegetation mosaic, a polygon was generally defined as a complex of contiguous vegetation
groups. The delineation rules allowed non-target units such as bosks or anthropogenic
structures such as houses to be enclosed in a polygon. For operational reasons, contiguous polygons were formally organized into grassland objects. The vegetation groups
recorded in the field were a posterior aggregated into 18 main vegetation types, and the
proportions of the new categories within a polygon and object were computed accordingly. The new classification was used to define the conservation value of an object
and thus to decide if an object was of national importance or not. The inventory gained
official status in February 2010. The corresponding database describes 10,059 polygons, varying in size from 0.05 to 67 ha (mean: 2.1 ha), in 2939 dry grassland objects
(3.4. polygons per site), covering in total an area of 214 km2 (0.5 % of Switzerland).
The enclosure of non-target units amounts to 49 km2 or 23 % of the sample frame.
The inventory was revised in December 2011 after the selection of the sample. For
sampling with unequal intensities, we aggregated the rarest vegetation types to obtain
11 target vegetation types. The rational was to define target groups that result minimum subsample rates of 80 units without putting too much stress on the inclusion
probabilities.
2.2 External information
Temperature is the main bioclimatic factor controlling the distribution pattern of vegetation in Switzerland. It is highly correlated to altitude, but it is more directly linked to
the physiology of plants. To use this strong relationship for the sampling, we employed
the variable ‘annual degree days of the growing season’, which considers 0 ◦ C as the
minimum temperature for plant growth (Zimmermann and Kienast 1999). The variable
is derived from temperature maps spatially interpolated from long-term meteorological
recordings using a digital terrain model.
2.3 Objects, polygons and plots
We aimed to select n = 2,100 points as the centres of circular 10 m2 dry grassland
plots, i.e. with a radius of 1.78 m. The plots are distributed within m = 420 objects
of the inventory, so that the sampling design has two stages. The objects are the
primary units (PU), and the plots the secondary units (SU). Using a clustered sample helps to save travel costs. The degree of clustering is based on the experience
from other monitoring programs. The resulting sample size depends on the available
budget.
The objects in the original database vary greatly in size. So we split the largest
objects into smaller ones, which increased the number of objects to M = 3,085 units.
Figure 1 shows an example of a selected object and the distribution of the sample plots
across the polygons.
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Fig. 1 Example of a dry grassland object in the Swiss Jura mountains containing 9 polygons (black
delineation). Six sample plots (white crosses) and two reserve plots (white circles, see Sect. 6.5) were
selected for recording in the field. Data source orthophoto: swissimage © 2012 swisstopo (DV 033594)

2.4 Notation
We refer to the following notation. The PU are the objects denoted by:
object Oi , i = 1, . . . , M,
area of the object A(Oi ) in m2 ,
inclusion probability of an object π1,i ,
rareness index of the object R(Oi ) (higher values denote rarer and more valuable
objects),
• sample S1 of objects.

•
•
•
•

The rareness index or ‘rareness’ is a measure used to compute the final inclusion probabilities of the circular plots. The aim is to over-represent the rare types of grasslands
and to under represent the more common ones. The computation of the rareness index
is described in Sect. 4.
The objects are composed of a set of contiguous polygons.
•
•
•
•

polygon Pk , k = 1, . . . , Ni , with k ∈ Oi ,
number Ni of polygons in Oi ,
area of the polygon A(Pk ) in m2 ,
rareness of the polygon R(Pk ) (higher values denote rarer and more valuable
polygons).
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Note that the rareness index is supposed to be linear such that

k∈Oi A(Pk )R(Pk )
.
R(Oi ) =
A(Oi )

459

(1)

The linearity of the rareness index is used below to determine the inclusion probabilities. If rareness is determined at the level of the polygon, it can thus be computed at
the level of the objects by using (1).
Circular plots of 10 m2 are selected in the polygons. The following notation is used:
• Q r denotes a circular plot in a polygon,
• A(Q r ) = A(Q) = 10 m2 is the area of plot Q r , the area is the same for all the
plots,
• πr is the inclusion probability of this plot,
• yr is the variable of interest measured in the circular plot, for instance, the area
occupied by a plant,
• S2,k denotes the sample of the circular plots selected in polygon Pk .
We assume that the polygons can be partitioned into circular plots. This is obviously
mathematically impossible but without practical consequence for the computation of
the estimators. Under this simplifying hypothesis, the number of sampling units (i.e
circular plots) in a polygon equals A(Pk )/A(Q). This quantity is not integer. Again,
this is without consequence for the reasoning. Our aim is to select circular plots with
inclusion probabilities proportional to the rareness index. More specifically, we would
like to select plots Q r with a probability πr proportional to the rareness R(Pk ) of the
polygon Pk to which Q r belongs.
3 Objectives of the sampling designs
The objectives of the sampling design are to:
• apply a two-stage sampling by selecting a sample of m = 420 objects as PU to
decrease the travel costs of the surveyors,
• spread as well as possible the sample of objects within Switzerland,
• select a sample of n = 2,100 circular plots with inclusion probabilities proportional
to the rareness index of the polygon to which each plot belongs,
• balance as well as possible the sample on a number of known auxiliary variables.
When units are selected with unequal probabilities, the Horvitz and Thompson (1952)
estimator of a total consists of weighting each unit by the inverse of its inclusion
probability. This estimator is unbiased. When several auxiliary variables are available
for each unit of the population, a balanced sample can be selected in the sense that the
Horvitz–Thompson estimator is equal or almost equal to the total of these auxiliary
variables (see the definition given in Deville and Tillé 2004; Tillé 2006, p. 148). The
way of balancing the grassland sample is described in Sect. 6.3.
‘Spatial spreading’ means here trying to avoid the selection of two objects or plots
that are very close geographically (see the definition in Grafström and Tillé 2013).
Indeed, selecting neighbouring objects or plots is inefficient if spatial autocorrelation
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exists. The auxiliary information provided from the inventory of dry grasslands and
external databases is known at the level of the polygons and, consequently, of the
objects, but not at the level of the plots.
4 Computation of the rareness index
The polygons can be assigned to biogeographical regions, which can then be used
for stratification. Similarly, the polygons can be grouped according to their dominant
vegetation type. The sample is used to produce estimations with respect to these two
stratifications. Since estimations within biogeographical regions and vegetation types
are nearly as important as the national estimation, we oversample the small and rare
strata. The rareness index is thus constructed in order to oversample the rare vegetation
types and those regions with small proportions of the sampling population.
The construction uses the method of power allocation (Bankier 1988) to find a
compromise between two allocations:
• Proportional allocation, where the sample size is proportional to the population
stratum size, and
• Equal sample size, where the same sample size is used in each stratum.
Power allocation is governed by a parameter α ∈ [0, 1] that enables weighting of
the importance of the domain estimation (i.e. the estimation of the predefined target
groups) and the overall estimation. If α = 1, the overall estimation is favoured. If
α = 0, the domain estimation is favoured and the same sample size is taken in each
domain regardless of the size of this domain in the population. We tested several values
for α, and finally decided to favour the domain estimation by choosing a value α = 0.1.
Indeed, the aim of this survey is to pay a particular attention to the rare vegetation
types and the small regions.
The importance of each domain in the sample is computed from the areas of polygons by means of a power allocation as follows. Suppose that U1 , . . . , Uh , . . . , U H
are the strata of the regions and that V1 , . . . , Vg , . . . , VG are the strata of vegetation
types. Let A(Uh ) be the area of a region stratum Uh in the population, and ah,U the
area of the same stratum in the sample. A power allocation then determines ah,U by
Aα (Uh )
ah,U =  H
.
α
=1 A (U )
For the vegetation types, we can apply the same method. Let A(Vg ) be the area of a
vegetation type stratum Vg in the population, and ag,V the area of the same stratum in
the sample. A power allocation then determines ag,V by
Aα (Vg )
ag,V = G
α
=1 A (V )
Moreover, in each polygon, variable REST measures the area of non-target vegetation
in the polygon without specific conservation value. As we would like to limit the area
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of REST in the sample, we define an index of rareness R(Pk ) for the polygons that
satisfies the power allocation for both stratifications simultaneously.
 A(Pk )
R(Pk ) = ah,U , for all the strata U1 , . . . , Uh , . . . , U H ,
A

(2)

 A(Pk )
R(Pk ) = ag,V , for all the strata V1 , . . . , Vg , . . . , VG ,
A

(3)

k∈Uh

k∈Vg

where A is the total area. Moreover, we would like to reduce the area of the sample
that is in the REST category.
M 

i=1 k∈Oi

R(Pk )

R E STk
= 0.8,
R E ST

(4)

where R E ST is the sum of the variable REST for the entire population. A moderate
reduction value of 0.8 was chosen to keep the dispersion of the inclusion probabilities
low.
A rareness index R(Pk ) that satisfies the set the constraints given in (2), (3) and
(4) can be determined using the calibration method proposed by Deville and Särndal
(1992). The calibration function used here is the logistic function with imposed bounds
(0.38, 5.9) to limit the dispersion of the rareness index. The method starts with equal
weights, which are then calibrated on the constraints (2), (3) and (4) to obtain the
rareness index. This index is large at the same time for the small regions and the rare
vegetation types. We then construct a sampling design to select circular plots with
inclusion probabilities proportional to the rareness index.
5 Inclusion probabilities
5.1 General principles
The sampling design is a self-weighted two-stage design (Särndal et al. 1992, pp.
132–154), with an additional contrast on the inclusion probabilities that depends on
the rareness of the polygons. The final requirement of the sampling design is that the
final inclusion probabilities πr of the plots must be proportional to the rareness index
R(Pk ) of the polygon Pk to which Q r belongs. The objects are accordingly selected
with inclusion probabilities proportional to the product of their area and their rareness.
The number of selected circular plots is generally the same in all the objects (except
for the rare-large ones), which makes it easier to organize work activities. Hence, the
self-weighting allows us to gain control of the survey effort per object or site. Let yr
be the variable of interest measured in circular plot Q r . The total of yr in the sampling
frame can then be estimated by weighting the selected units by the inverse of their
inclusion probabilities (Horvitz and Thompson 1952). The estimation procedure is
described precisely in Sect. 7.
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5.2 Definition of the inclusion probabilities of the objects
At the first stage, we select a sample of m = 420 objects with unequal probabilities
proportional to the product of the rareness and the area A(Oi )R(Oi ). Thus:
π1,i = min [c A(Oi ) R(Oi ), 1]
where c is defined such that
M


min [c A(Oi ) R(Oi ), 1] = m.

i=1

The determination of the value of c can be obtained in a simple algorithm defined, for
instance, in Tillé (2006, pp. 18–19) and implemented in the R sampling package (Tillé
and Matei 2012). Note that the large rare objects can have an inclusion probability
equal to 1. In this case, they are always selected in the sample.
5.3 Number of plots in each object
Next, we distribute the predefined total sample size of n = 2,100 circular plots within
the selected objects by computing n i the expected number of circular plots to select
in object Oi . The final requirement is that the total sample size n is given and that the
plots must be selected with an inclusion probability proportional to their rareness, i.e.
to the rareness of the polygon to which they belong.
In object Oi , the number of circular plots is computed as follows:
ni ∝

A(Oi )R(Oi )
A(Oi )R(Oi )
.
=
A(Q)π1,i
A(Q) min [c A(Oi )R(Oi ), 1]

Thus, n i can be computed by
ni =

A(Oi )R(Oi )
π1,i
n
A(O j )R(O j )
j∈S1
π1, j

=n

A(Oi )R(Oi )
,
M
π1,i j=1 A(O j )R(O j )

where S1 is the sample of objects. Indeed,
M
 A(O j )R(O j ) 
=
A(O j )R(O j ).
π1, j
j∈S1

j=1

Two cases must be distinguished:
• When π1,i < 1, then c A(Oi )R(Oi ) < 1. In this case, n i ∝ c−1 .
• When π1,i = 1, then c A(Oi )R(Oi ) ≥ 1. In this case, n i ∝ A(Oi )R(Oi ).
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Fig. 2 Distribution of the protected dry grassland across 11 target vegetation types and the non-target
enclosures ( = REST). Some vegetation types are grouped since they were too small in size to be efficiently
sampled. The figure on the left indicates the area of each vegetation type in the sampling frame. The
figure on the right contains the number of selected circular plots for each vegetation type. CA Caricion
austroalpinae, CB Cirsio-Brachypodion, FP Festucion paniculatae, XB Xerobromion, LL low diversity–
low altitude, MBSP Transition Mesobromion/Stipo-Poion, OR Origanetalia, AI Agropyrion intermedii, SP
Stipo-Poion, NS Nardion strictae, MBXB Transition Mesobromion/Xerobromion, LH low diversity–high
altitude, CF Caricion ferrugineae, AE Arrhenatherion elatioris, FV Festucion variae, MB Mesobromion, SV
Seslerion variae, MBAE Transition Mesobromion/Arrhentherion

The same expected number of circular plots are selected in each small non-rare object,
while the expected number of plots in the large-rare objects is proportional to the
product of the size of the object and the rareness. Notice also that n i is generally
non-integer.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of the area of each vegetation type in the sampling
frame and the number of plots selected in each vegetation type. The rare vegetation
types are overrepresented. Figure 3 contains the distribution of the area of each biogeographical region in the sampling frame and the number of plots selected in each
region. The regions with smaller area of protected dry grassland area are overrepresented. This double property of overrepresentation is due to the use of the rareness
index in the sampling design.
5.4 Number of circular plots in each polygon
The expected number of circular plots n i in an object must be split into the polygons.
Again, we over-represent the large-rare polygons. Let n k,i denote the expected number
of plots selected in polygon Pk that belongs to object Oi
n k,i =

n i A(Pk )R(Pk )
.
A(Oi )R(Oi )

(5)

Thus
ni =



n k,i .

k∈Oi
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Fig. 3 Distribution across six target biogeographical regions. The figure on the left contains the area of
each biogeographical region in the sampling frame. The figure on the right contains the number of selected
circular plots for each biogeographical region. Regions with less protected dry grassland are overrepresented.
CP central Plateau, sA southern Alps, wCA western Central Alps, JU Jura, eCA eastern Central Alps, nA
northern Alps

Since n k,i is not necessarily integer, it must be rounded. The best way is to round the
n k,i randomly in order to exactly satisfy the inclusion probabilities.

5.5 Summary of the inclusion probabilities
To summarize, the inclusion probabilities are:
• the inclusion probability of an object is given by
π1,i = min [c A(Oi )R(Oi ), 1] ,
• the inclusion probability of a circular plot given that it belongs to polygon Pk is
equal to the number of selected circular plots divided by the number of circular
plots contained in this polygon, i.e.

π2,r |k =

n k,i A(Q)
.
A(Pk )

• the inclusion probability for the complete sampling design is thus
n i A(Pk )R(Pk )

πr = π1,i π2,r |k = π1,i
= π1,i A(Q)

123

n k,i A(Q)
n i R(Pk )
A(Oi )R(Oi )
= π1,i A(Q)
= π1,i A(Q)
A(Pk )
A(Pk )
A(Oi )R(Oi )

R(Pk )
n M
A(Oi )R(Oi )

A(Oi )R(Oi )
π1,i

j=1 A(O j )R(O j )

n R(Pk )A(Q)
= M
.
j=1 A(O j )R(O j )
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We thus obtain
M  


πr =

i=1 k∈Oi r ∈Pk

M  

i=1 k∈Oi r ∈Pk

=

M 

i=1 k∈Oi

n R(Pk )A(Q)
M
j=1 A(O j )R(O j )

n A(Pk )R(Pk )

M

j=1

A(O j )R(O j )

=

M

i=1

n A(Oi )R(Oi )
= n.
M
j=1 A(O j )R(O j )

6 The sampling design
6.1 Description of the sampling design
The sampling design consists of three steps:
1. selecting the objects,
2. rounding n k,i to an integer number,
3. selecting a fixed number of circular plots in each polygon.
6.2 First step: selection of objects
We select a sample of objects with inclusion probabilities π1,i that is balanced on the
variables contained in vector xi , where

xi = π1,i , A(Oi ), A(Oi ) × R(Oi ), Di , Di2 ,


and all the variables with the area occupied by each type of vegetation ,

where variable Di is the annual degree-days of the growing season (basis 0 ◦ C) (Zimmermann and Kienast 1999). Variable Di2 is the square of Di . The bioclimatic variable
is added to balance the sample on the main bioclimatic gradient in Switzerland. The
quadratic term reflects the strong unimodal response curve of vegetation to this steep
gradient. The sample is selected by using the doubly balanced spatial sampling design
proposed by Grafström and Tillé (2013), which combines the cube method of Deville
and Tillé (2004) and the spatial pivotal method of Grafström et al. (2012). This method
ensures that the random sample of objects S1 is balanced on the balancing variables
xi , such that
M

i=1

xi ≈

 xi
.
π1,i

i∈S1

The cube method (Deville and Tillé 2004) and the Grafström and Tillé (2013)
method are algorithms that are made of two phases: the flight phase and the landing
phase. During the flight phase, the balancing equations are always exactly satisfied.
The landing phase is necessary when it is not possible to find an exactly balanced
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sample. This problem is referred as the rounding problem and is fixed by the landing
phase. To improve the efficiency of the sampling design, the flight phase of the doubly
balanced spatial sampling design is applied separately in each biogeographical region.
The method is then applied again to the rounding problem as proposed by Chauvet
(2009) to produce a sample that is almost balanced in each region and that is stratified
by region. The map of Switzerland in Fig. 4 shows the distribution of dry grassland
objects in blue with the selected sample overlayed in red.
This Grafström and Tillé (2013) method thus ensures that the sample is well spread
across the Swiss territory. This sampling design is particularly efficient if the variable
of interest yi is linearly dependent on the auxiliary variables contained in xi . If the
sample is balanced on xi , the variance of the estimator of the total of xi is null or almost
null. Generally it remains a small variance due to the ‘rounding problem’ that occurs
because an exact balancing is often not possible. In a sampling design that is balanced
on xi , the variance of the total estimator of the variable of interest yi is not null.
However this variance is reduced by the part of yi that is explained by xi . Spreading
also improves the efficiency when the data are autocorrelated. In spatial sampling, it
is likely that two neighbouring units are often similar. To avoid collecting redundant
information, neighbouring units should not be measured (Grafström et al. 2012).

6.3 Balanced rounding of the number units in the polygons
In the polygons, the n k,i computed in Sect. 5.4 are not integer values. We therefore
have to ‘round’ the n k,i . The only way of satisfying exactly the inclusion probabilities
is to round the n k,i randomly. We will round them in such a way that the properties
of balancing of the sample are preserved. This includes defining the same balancing
variables xk,i at the level of the polygons
xk,i =

n

k,i

ni

π1,i , A(Pk ), A(Pk ) × R(Pk ), Dk , Dk2 ,


and all the variables with the area occupied by each type of vegetation , k ∈ Oi .

where variable Dk is the degree-days of the growing season in the polygon and Dk2
is the square of Dk . If ñ k,i denotes the rounded value of n k,i to one of its two closest
integers, we can produce the balancing equations
M
  n k,i xk,i
 xi

  ñ k,i xk,i
≈
=
≈
xi .
n k,i π1,i
n k,i π1,i
π1,i

i∈S1 k∈Oi

i∈S1 k∈Oi

i∈S1

(6)

i=1

We randomly round n k,i in order to satisfy the inclusion probabilities. The expectation
of ñ k,i must thus satisfy
E(ñ k,i ) = n k,i .
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Fig. 4 Spatial distribution of the national inventory of dry grassland objects across six biogeographical regions in Switzerland. The selected sample in red is superimposed
on the inventory data frame in blue. The map is a shaded relief that includes the main rivers and lakes (Color figure online)
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Let φk = n k,i − n k,i  and Ik,i = ñ k,i − n k,i , where n k,i  denotes the largest
integer not greater than n k,i . The balancing equations given in (6) can be rewritten as
  Ik,i + n k,i  xk,i
  φk + n k,i  xk,i
≈
n k,i
π1,i
n k,i
π1,i

i∈S1 k∈Oi

i∈S1 k∈Oi

or equivalently
  φk xk,i
  Ik,i xk,i
≈
.
n k,i π1,i
n k,i π1,i

i∈S1 k∈Oi

i∈S1 k∈Oi

If we pose
zk,i =

φk xk,i
,
n k,i π1,i

we can write

  zk,i Ik,i
≈
zk,i ,
φk

i∈S1 k∈Oi

i∈S1 k∈Oi

which is also a problem of balanced sampling that can be solved using the method
of Grafström and Tillé (2013). Once Ik,i is selected randomly, we can compute the
ñ k,i = Ik,i + n k,i . We have now computed the (integer) numbers of circular plots
ñ k,i that we have to select in each polygon. The balancing equations are then satisfied
in the best possible manner.
6.4 Selection of the plots in the polygons
Once the ñ k,i are computed, the plots can be selected in the polygons. To optimally
spread the plots within a polygon, the Reversed Randomized Quadrant-Recursive
Raster method is applied (Theobald et al. 2007). The method transforms a raster representation of the two-dimensional polygon into a one-dimensional list of grid cells.
The grid cells are considered as plots as the resolution of the raster was 50 cm. The
list is subjected to complex reorganizations before and after being systematically sampled. The result is a spatially balanced sample within the polygon. The reorganization
technique also enables the user to consecutively drop plots or select new ones while
maintaining optimal spreading. We used this technique to select two additional reserve
plots within each object and three additional ones within each polygon.
The first category was assigned to the polygons in a way to optimally preserve the
balanced character of the sample. The second category simply represents additional
random plots within a polygon which maintains the spatial spreading. In the way of
defining reserve plots, the sampling procedure of Theobald et al. (2007) should be
very useful in future survey runs if the sampling intensity has to be flexibly adapted
to changing budgets.
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6.5 Rules for choosing a reserve plot in the field
Non target areas within the sample frame and practical problems in the field may
adversely affect the efficiency of the sample and some flexibility is needed to deal
with these situations, e.g. if a selected sample plot cannot be accessed because the
terrain is too steep or the vegetation too dense. If plots have been recently mowed
or grazed, they cannot be recorded in sufficient detail. Dense hedgerows can only
be recorded from outside, while other plots may be located on land-cover types (i.e.
fields, forests, houses or roads) which are not in the focus of the survey. Such plots
may considerably reduce the effective sample size as either no data can be recorded or
data may be missing, of low accuracy or less relevant. Choosing a plot in the nearby
dry grassland, i.e. shifting it, is no solution as it increases the sampling intensity in the
respective border zones and thus introduces bias. The effect is particularly pronounced
if the shifting is frequently towards a particular vegetation type. Shifting in this survey
is thus restricted to cases where the delineation is systematically displaced from the
true position of the grassland due to problems with photogrammetry. The effect of
shifting is then supposed to be neutral as it restores the expected sampling intensity at
the grassland border.
For all the remaining cases, we use the reserve plots to be additionally recorded in the
field. In principle, if the survey problem did not concern a particular type of vegetation
a plot could be simply replaced by a reserve one. However, most survey problems in
this study are supposed to be systematically linked to a particular type of vegetation.
In this case simple replacement would cause bias due to the systematic exclusion of
this aspect. Hence, a reserve plot is always selected in addition and the original plot,
e.g. a dense hedgerow, is maintained and recorded as well as possible. The missing or
impaired data may be imputed from auxiliary information (topography, bio-climate,
spectral data) or by the nearest neighbour method. If a plot is not recordable at all
because the terrain is too steep or the vegetation too dense, we still try to record the
land-cover type and the reason why so little information is provided. The same basic
recording is done for plots that do not fit the survey focus. The simple information
about the land-cover type is required to estimate its proportion in the sample frame.
The selection of a reserve plot in the field is governed by the following rules: First,
the surveyor chooses from the two optimally balanced reserve plots. For that, the
surveyor looks for a plot in the same polygon. If no such plot exists, the plot which
involves the least walking effort to be reached is chosen. If both plots are located in
the same polygon the plot which was drawn first by the sampling method of Theobald
et al. (2007) has to be selected first to retain the spatial spreading. If the two balanced
reserve plots are already used, we record one of the three additional reserve plots in
the current polygon. Their order of being selected is again defined by the order as they
were sampled.
The purpose of the reserve plots is to maintain the effective sample size. In fact, the
sample size is increased since unfavourable plots are not replaced but supplemented.
Consequently, the inclusion probabilities have to be adjusted at the level of the polygon.
This methodology has been developed to maintain the intended sample size. It also
helps to preserve the balance between field work and travel time. If one of the sample
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plots cannot be surveyed in detail, the surveyor must select and survey one of the
reserve plots.

7 Estimation of a total
In order to estimate the total, the two stages of the sampling design, i.e. the sampling
design of the objects and that within the object, must be considered. Let ň k,i be the
final number of circular plots selected in polygon Pk . Quantity ň k,i includes possible
nonresponse and recorded reserve plots. Quantity ň i is an integer number of circular
plots in object Oi . It is the sum of the number of circular plots ň k,i selected in each
polygon, i.e.
ň i =



ň k,i .

k∈Oi

Within the objects, we use several hypotheses to simplify the computation of variance:
1. The circular plots are assumed to be non-overlapping. Indeed, in practice, the
probability of selecting two overlapping plots is very small.
2. Within the objects, the number of possible plots is very important, so we assume
that the objects are sampled with replacement. The impact of this hypothesis is
not very large since the finite population correction is very small. We consider that
the sample is selected with replacement and with unequal probabilities of drawing
and can thus use the Hansen–Hurwitz estimator (Hansen and Hurwitz 1949) in the
objects.
3. Moreover, we consider that ň i is not random, which means that the total is computed and estimated conditionally to ň i (on conditional inference see among others
Rao 1985; Valliant 1993). The number of plots (i.e sampling units) in polygon Pk
(or in object Oi ) is supposed to be equal to A(Pk )/A(Q) (or A(Oi )/A(Q)). This
number is not integer but this is without consequence. It follows that the probability of selecting a circular plot in polygon Pk if ň i plots have been selected in
object Oi is equal to
Pr(Q r is selected |ň i ) = π2,r |k

ň i
A(Q)n k,i ň i
.
=
ni
n i A(Pk )

Now, if we assume that the sampling design is with replacement in each object, the
probability of selecting a particular plot for each drawing of a design with replacement
is given by
pr =
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Pr(Q r is selected |ň i )
A(Q)n k,i
,
=
ň i
n i A(Pk )
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for all circular plots. Since n k,i = n i A(Pk )R(Pk )/[A(Oi )R(Oi )], we can also write
pr =

A(Q) R(Pk )
A(Q) n i A(Pk )R(Pk )
=
.
n i A(Pk ) A(Oi )R(Oi )
A(Oi )R(Oi )

Consider now the variable of interest yr measured in plot Q r . Value yr can typically
be the area occupied by a particular plant in plot Q r . The Hansen–Hurwitz estimator
of the total area occupied by this plant in object Oi is given by:
  yr

A(Oi )R(Oi )  1
i = 1
=
yr ,
Y
ň i
pr
A(Q)ň i
R(Pk )
k∈Oi r ∈S2,k

r ∈S2,k

k∈Oi

where S2,k is the sample of circular plots selected in polygon Pk . It is, however,
preferable to use a ratio-type estimator in the object (see Särndal et al. 1992, p. 254).
Notice that when yr = A(Q) = 10 m2 for all Q r , then we obtain the Hansen–Hurwitz
estimator of A(Oi ) that is equal to

 1
A(Oi )R(Oi )  ň k,i
 i ) = A(Oi )R(Oi )
A(Q) =
A(O
.
A(Q)ň i
R(Pk )
ň i
R(Pk )
r ∈S2,k

k∈Oi

k∈Oi

A ratio estimator of Yi is thus given by
i = A(Oi )
Ri = A(Oi ) Y
Y
 i)
A(Q)
A(O


k∈Oi



1/R(Pk )
k∈Oi



r ∈S2,k

ň k,i /R(Pk )

yr

.

Ri gives an estimate of the
If yr is the area occupied by a plant in plot Q r , then Y
area occupied by this plant in object Oi provided that object Oi has been selected as
primary unit.
The estimator of the total in the population is thus
=
Y

Y
Ri
.
π1,i

i∈S1

 of a particular plot Q r belonging to polygon Pk of
The weight wr for estimator Y
object Oi is thus given by
wr =

A(Oi )

.
A(Q)π1,i R(Pk ) k∈Oi ň k,i /R(Pk )

The estimator can thus been written as a linear combination of the observations:
=
Y



wr yr ,

k∈S
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where S is the sample of plots. Once the weights have been computed, the total can
be estimated for any variable of interest.
8 Variance and variance estimation
In a two-stage sampling design, an unbiased estimator of variance can be written
) = v1 + v2 ,
v(Y
where
v1 =


i∈S1 j∈S1

v2 =

i Y
i π1,i j − π1,i π1, j
Y
,
π1,i π1, j
π1,i j

 v(Y
i )
π1,i

i∈S1

i ) must be
and π1,i j is the probability of jointly selecting units i and j. Estimator v(Y
i given that
an unbiased (or approximately unbiased) estimator of the variance of Y
object i has been selected.
Notice that v1 cannot be considered as an estimator of the variance in the first stage,
and v2 cannot be considered as an estimator of the variance in the second stage. Indeed,
a large part of the variance in the second stage is captured by v1 . For this reason, the
value of v2 is generally very small compared to v1 (see e.g. Tillé 2001, pp. 175–177,
or Särndal et al. 1992, pp. 137–139).
Assuming that the sampling design in the objects is with replacement, the variance
i here, is
of the Hansen–Hurwitz estimator (Hansen and Hurwitz 1949), denoted Y
given by
 


i |S1 = 1
var Y
pk(r )
ň i
k∈Oi r ∈Pk

yr
− Yi
pk(r )

2

.

This variance can be estimated by
 
i =
v Y

 
1
ň i (ň i − 1)

yr
Ri
−Y
pk(r )

 
1
ň i (ň i − 1)

R(Oi )A(Oi )yr 
− Y Ri
O(Q) R(Pk )

k∈Oi r ∈S2,k

=

k∈Oi r ∈S2,k

2

2

.

Obviously, due to the hypothesis
that the sampling design is with replacement, the

i overestimates the variance. Indeed, sampling with replacevariance estimator v Y
ment does not take the spreading of the sampling design into account. The spreading
decreases the variance but due to the small sample sizes in the objects, the effect of
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spreading is probably not very significant. Moreover, the incidence of this overestimation is relatively weak since v2 is small compared to v1 .
The estimation of vi is more intricate:
v1 =


i∈S1 j∈S1

i Y
i π1,i j − π1,i π1, j
Y
.
π1,i π1, j
π1,i j

Here, the sampling design is so complex that it is not possible to compute the joint
inclusion probability for the first stage. Grafström and Tillé (2013) propose a heuristic
expression to estimate the variance that takes the doubly balanced effect into account.
This estimator is based on the fact that the cube method is applied locally and has
been validated by a large set of simulations. The variance is then estimated locally
by computing a deviation to the mean of the nearest neighbours computed with the
Euclidean distance on the coordinates. Following Grafström and Tillé (2013), we thus
suggest using an alternative estimator for samples that are both spread and balanced:
v1AL T =

ei
n p+1 
(1 − π1,i )
− ēi
n−p p
π1,i

2

,

(7)

k∈S1

where p is the number of balancing variables,

ēi =

e
∈Bi (1 − π1 ) π1



∈Bi (1 − π1 )

and Bi is the set of the p + 1 closest objects of i in the sample of objects (including i
itself). The ēi is a local mean computed in a neighbourhood of i of the residuals
i − xi 
ei = Y
β,
β is the
where xi is the vector of auxiliary information available for unit object i, and 
vector of regression coefficients estimated as follows:

β=


x x
(1 − π )
π π

−1

∈S



(1 − πi )

i∈S

i
xi Y
.
πi πi

9 Discussion: advantages of the sampling design
The sampling design offers several advantages:
• The circular plots are selected with inclusion probabilities proportional to the
rareness index.
• The design has two stages. The plots are clustered into objects.
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Balanced for vegetation types

Unbalanced

Fig. 5 Accuracy of proportion estimates for the 11 target vegetation types in the two sampling design.
On the left the sampling design is balanced. On the right the sampling design is not balanced. The figures
result from 1,000 draws of the survey design. The relative errors are calculated as follows: (real proportionestimated proportion) × 100 / real proportion

• The methods of Theobald et al. (2007) and Grafström and Tillé (2013) ensure that
the sample is well spread in geographical space.
• The method of Grafström and Tillé (2013) ensures that the sample is balanced, i.e.
the Horvitz–Thompson estimator of the totals of the balancing variables is almost
equal to the population totals.

A simulation with 1,000 draws of the proposed survey design shows much higher
accuracy of the corresponding proportion estimates (Fig. 5) than applying the same
simulation to a survey design without balancing for the vegetation types. The balanced
sampling design reduces the interquartile ranges of the box-plots by a factor of 2.6–6.4.
The mean reduction factor is 4.2.
The sampling design described here achieves all the objectives of long-term monitoring. The sampling design may seem complex, but a simple weight wr can be
computed for any plot. These weights mainly depend on the rareness index. They
enable a simple extrapolation of the sample to the population or to an area of interest
such as a biogeographical region. Despite the complexity of the sampling design, the
variance can be estimated and confidence intervals constructed. We developed this
sampling design during a long process of evaluation of what is required to monitor
the national inventory of dry grasslands. We hope to have developed an observation
strategy that is as efficient as possible.
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